We have a unique feature which makes our surroundings beautiful (some of my cousins can’t soar through great heights).

We swallow our food whole because we have a gizzard! It’s not the same as some members of the clan who have a great journey ahead of them.

We can dance, sing, and become gymnasts as well if you want, but I am the greatest one of them all! Want to know why? I won’t go unnoticed with my metallic colours! I am the national symbol for Nepal! I share a home with Mount Everest.

Hint: My name is a popular salt lamp.

Answer: __________________________

We have a unique feature which makes our surroundings beautiful (some of my cousins can’t soar through great heights).

We swallow our food whole because we have a gizzard! It’s not the same as some members of the clan who have a great journey ahead of them.

We can dance, sing, and become gymnasts as well if you want, but I am the greatest one of them all! Want to know why? I won’t go unnoticed with my metallic colours! I am the national symbol for Nepal! I share a home with Mount Everest.

Hint: My name is a popular salt lamp.

Answer: __________________________
Fun Fact: I contain neurotoxins in my flesh.
One more Fun Fact: My best friend was in *Finding Nemo*!

Answer: __________________________

Birds, butterflies, and bees oh my!
The last thing I want is for pollinators to go bye-bye.

Up and around Canada we go,
I am only a tiny fraction of what is in store.

After finding the store,
it leaves you wanting more.

So you doodle my far left neighbour,
because you know you have to appreciate the tough labour.

Sip the drink, it will make you go full swing,
Careful not to draw the wrong thing!

Answer:
The skittles are DELICIOUS! Now, you head North for 26 km. Suddenly, a giant shadow appears causing you to swerve west. PHEW! What a relief! You made it safely to Tumbler Ridge. “I am almost home!” you screamed loudly. Thank goodness you didn’t end up at Camp Green Lake. What do you see?

Answer: __________________________

I am in the largest collection with over 685,000 specimens. What am I?

Answer: __________________________

_Haeret et lapidibus ut intermissum mea ossium quod ego vivet apud quod mare … sicut kidding potes regrow illis._

Answer: __________________________
My favourite number rhymes with wealth.
You will see me on a shelf.
My favourite cereal is **Lucky Charms**.
I only eat fruits that are red like strawberries!
You will see me at farmers markets and
garden centres.

Answer: __________________________

---

From the coast of Kenya, I travelled to
Uganda. My whereabouts now you may ask?
I am at the beginning of your quest. I have
horn-like ossicones on my skull. I am the
tallest animal of all. Catch me if you can!
Try to find me in the right **spots**.

Answer: __________________________

---

Congratulations, you have found the last clue! Your hard work is almost done.
Now, with yourself and/or with a team, using all the clues, can you solve the code? If
you solve the code you can contact The Fantastic Falcon and recover the missing
artifact! Tick, tock, tick, tock.

```
N + I T A P G W J J
```

Answer: __________________________

---

As soon as you solve the code, your phone rings. Go to your meeting spot and your
teacher will discuss what happens next!
Helpful Hints

Ut = may
Mea = my
Et = and
Quod = the
Haeret = sticks
Lapidibus = stones
Ossium = bones
Intermussium = break
Mare = sea
Quod = as
Ego = I
Apud = in
Illis = them
Vivet = live
Potes = can
Sicut = just
Kidding = kidding
Regrow = regrow